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INTRODUCTION
What the Diamond Chart reveals.
The Diamond is one of the most powerful and beneficial divination tools
numerology has to offer.
Whereas other metaphysical tools reflect an individual’s personality, his or
her character traits, talents, future forecast, and so forth, the Diamond
reveals the chain of cause and effect that runs through our lives for the
purpose of inspiring growth and offering guidance, both on the physical
plane and the spiritual plane. The Diamond could be called the I Ching of
numerology, because it reveals the links and interaction between the
material body and the spiritual body.
The top part of the Diamond reflects your spiritual body. It is the heaven.
The lower part of the Diamond represents your physical body. It is the earth.
The Diamond divides 81 years of your life in 36 time periods, each of which
is presented in a 4-corner configuration – a kind of mini-diamond - within the
Diamond. In addition, while each of these time periods affects us for 18
years (overlapping in four and a half year segments) the dominating
influence of each of these mini-diamonds moves to the foreground for only
one year. However, it sometimes repeats itself two or three times, often
spaced a few years apart.
A diagram of your personal Diamond based on the letters in your name is
included with your report. If you look closely, you will find the letter c next to
a number in the top half of your Diamond, which points to your current
Challenge. In the lower half you will find the letters r, a, and o, next to three
numbers which form an inverted triangle. The numbers within this triangle
reflect your Root, Action Key, and Outcome for that period.
Your Challenge, located in the top of the Diamond, is like a divine quest
meant to guide you on your spiritual path. The Root, Action Key, and
Outcome are of the earth, and outline the process that enables you to
satisfy your Challenge.
Your Root reflects the source; it is the catalyst that starts a particular
chain of cause and effect. The Action Key tells you how to respond. And
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the Outcome shows the probable result.
Lost for many generations, the Diamond’s revival over the last 20 years is a
result of the research and contemplations of Hans Decoz.
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John, your Personal Diamond Chart, indicating influences for age 26.
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YOUR CHALLENGE
The Challenges are like Divine Quests, and are found in the top half of the
Diamond.
The top half of the Diamond reflects our spiritual evolution, while the lower
half, which is where we find the Root, Action Key, and Outcome, tells us of
our worldly existence and experiences. Therefore, the Challenges reveal the
true purpose of our struggles from a celestial viewpoint. The Root, Action
Key, and Outcome, reflect the trial, response, and outcome on the material
plane, a chain of cause and effect which exists for the sole purpose of
delivering the perspective needed to satisfy our Divine Quest.
Within the context of reincarnation, the concept is that what we take with
us when we leave our human body are certain qualities we earned or
enhanced as a result of the life, or lives, we lived on this earth.
Our Challenges are inspirations of a divine source that seduce us into
learning and growing on a level above and beyond our worldly mind. And
as is befitting Divine Quests, the Challenges tend to be somewhat veiled
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and subtle.
John, your Challenge is 1.
John, you are challenging your inner identity; the sense of self that allows you
to maintain a separate reality. Each human being experiences his or her
own reality. Sometimes, events force you to consider the separation you feel
between yourself and the rest of the human race. Other times you feel
closeness. When you feel separation, you feel pain. When you feel closeness,
you feel love. Separation exists only in the mind; when you think you are
different you feel separation. Closeness exists only in the heart.
The reason this challenge is so common and tends to repeat many times
during your lifetime, is because it is so terribly important.
Something very subtle has been going on since the day you were born, John.
Deep down inside of you, two giants compete for your attention. It’s the
oldest struggle in the universe; the heart versus the mind. Which one of
these two giants will be at the controls? And which one will be your servant?

YOUR ROOT
The Root is the catalyst that sets a chain of events in motion. Based on the
concept that we are here on this earth in order to learn and grow, the Root
exposes weaknesses or challenges which need to be dealt with. Once we
acknowledge the Root we get the opportunity to respond, thereby starting
on a path of healing and growing.
John, your Root is 1.
John, you will find yourself in a position of power and dominance, affecting
the lives of others. This can appear in very different ways. Others may
depend on you financially or emotionally. Or you may depend on them and,
as a result, their lives are controlled by your needs. Either way, you are
crucial to the happiness and well-being of others in a way that is somewhat
unusual. This situation is not harmonious but rather unbalanced, and needs
to be resolved.
The power and dominance you have over others, John, is on a personal level
and, in this particular case, probably does not have any thing to do with
your work environment. Nor is it the result of any great efforts on your part,
but rather a twist of fate. It is important that you take a look at the
interactions you have with those closest to your heart, and that you find a
way to restore balance and harmony.
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YOUR ACTION KEY
The Action Key represents the guidance we are offered to help us on our
path towards mental, emotional, and spiritual growth.
John, your Action Key is 11.
At this time in your life, John, perhaps your most valuable asset is your sixth
sense. You are in a heightened state of awareness as is visible in the vivid
dreams that visit you during the night. We do not fight our intuition when
we sleep. Therefore, during a time like this, your dreams tend to be more
graphic and, if you take the time to reflect on them, much more revealing.
You must rely more on your “gut feelings,” in order to recognize the subtle
signals around you. They are indicators that can help you respond to your
current Root appropriately and efficiently. You need to be as aware as you
can be of what goes on around you. Be sensitive to the obscured messages
people like to send out. Listen carefully to others. Sometimes you learn more
from the tone than from the content.
John, you may find yourself emotionally vulnerable during this time. Criticism
bothers you more than usual. It is as if you lost several layers of what you
always considered to be a fairly tough skin. These are all indications that
your intuition is stronger and closer to the surface. Emotional susceptibility
and heightened intuition are two sides of the same coin. The trick, John, is to
take advantage of your intuition; take your gut feelings serious. And at the
same time, do quite the opposite when it comes to your emotions – they
should not be taken too serious.
Key ingredients needed to get past your Root for this period are intuition,
faith, and emotional stability.

YOUR OUTCOME
The Root sets us on a path. The Action Key guides us along that path. And
the Outcome indicates what it is we find at the end of this path.
John, your Outcome is 3.
John, you most likely will feel less inhibited and more optimistic. You sense a
newly awakened creativity. This is one of the most strongly felt and desirable
Outcomes, because it seems to directly affect your ability to experience
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simple joy and happiness; almost as if the child in you has been re-awakened.
You may even recognize this in a change of style and taste; you dress less
conventional and more colorful.
Your sense of humor is less reserved and your health improves as a result of a
more positive outlook on life.
Although very rare, some people experience a very different Outcome; he or
she will feel more self-conscious and insecure, perhaps even shy and
withdrawn. In extreme cases, this Outcome may even develop phobias or
some form of obsessive behavior.
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